NAVISION

LASERNET CONNECTOR
There is increased demand from the SME market
for sophisticated output management functionality.
Formpipe’s Microsoft Dynamics NAV connector for
its leading enterprise input/output management
solution, is designed to offer SMEs using Microsoft’s
NAV ERP system the same output management
functionality enjoyed by many large organisations
globally using Microsoft Dynamics 365. The new
connector will save your company time and
slash costs.

ADDING VALUE TO YOUR
INVESTMENT
Working seamlessly with your investment in
Navision, Lasernet allows you to deliver all your
customers requirements for documents whilst at
the same time ensuring you keep to your brand
standards. Removing the complications of SSRS
or visual studio and moving to a simple to use
drag and drop solution will ensure you can move
quickly with market trends or customer specific
requirements. Coupled with this being able to view
a document that was sent to the customer directly
from Navision and sending a copy will save time
money and resources and allow you to ensure
you offer great customer service.

“ As a member of Microsoft’s TAP
scheme we were able to develop
the market leading connector for
the latest version of Dynamics 365.
As a company we weren’t content to
stop there. Recognising that smaller
organisations experience the same
output management frustrations
using standard functionality as
larger businesses do meant we
have been able to bring a much
needed product to market. As a
result we’re now able to give SMBs
access to the same simple-to-use
tool that are already making real
difference to the bottom lines of
big businesses the world over.”
Mike Rogers, Formpipe Lasernet,
Commercial Director

BENEFITS & FEATURES

DOCUMENT DESIGN

Once implemented, the Lasernet connector for
Microsoft Dynamics NAV will offer enhanced
functionality for setting up, designing the
distributing business documents across
numerous electronic and paper-bases formats.

Easily design forms including
Purchase Orders & Invoices with
our drag and drop functionality.

IN CONTROL

DISTRIBUTE DOCUMENTS

The connector gives you the ability
to control network, printer & mail
server connections.

Distribution is made easy and
the connector allows you to
send to a wide variety of external
systems from FTP, Email, Web
services and SharePoint.

DOCUMENT FORMAT

RECEIVE

Set up documents, quickly and
easily in a range of formats to suit
your needs from XML, PDF and CSV.

You can receive various
types of documents,
including scanned invoices.
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